
1. l like travelling around the world.      

2. I like to speak English.🇬🇧 

3. I like listening to music.      

4. I like playing the computer games.              

5. I don't like eating fish.       

6. I don't like cleaning the windows.🪟 

7. I dont like reading.            

 

Hey from Greece, I am aggeliki. 

My favorite subject in school is english and i want to study it in the future. 

As a sport, I have been practicing dance for more than 6 years. 

I like watching horror and adventure movies. 

Also, I would say im introverted but i like hanging out with friends. 

I listen to music that relaxes me and too loud music as well. 

I wish I achieve all my goals in the future. 

 

hello everyone, i am Danae and my favorite subject is literature. i really like photography. i 

look up to people who spread positivity. i like watching movies, k-12 is god tier. i’d say i’m 

an introvert and i’m sometimes funny. Listening to music i prefer heavy stuff 
and kpop, favorite band is sweater weather. 
Nature and meditation and all that jazz stress me out for some reason, i prefer life in the city. 

 

Hello, I'm Stefania!  

My favorite subject in school is biology. I love traveling. In my free time, I like to watch 

movies and TV shows or I like hanging out with my friends. I hate when people are lying to 

me. I love spicy food. I also love stargazing.  

Nice to meet you! 

 



 

Hello from Greece! 

I am Marios and 

my favorite topic at school is English 

i enjoy watching thriller movies like "It" and i am fan of hiphop music. 

Of course, i prefer seaside than the mountains as l like swimming  very much 

I love all the animals and i am furious when people do not treat them right. 

I have the good habit of being helpful and i admire the volunteers 

I wish i could travel around the world and take part in missions to help people in need 

 

I´m Melanie (Melli) from Germany. I´m a really happy and positive person. I have been 

doing ice-skating for ten years and I love to meet my friends. My favourite subjects are 

English and Sport. I´m a family person and I laugh a lot. I´m very curious.  

 
My name is Nastya, I am 15 years old and I am a very gentle human.  I have several 
hobbies, such as: shooting and dancing are my main hobbies, which I have been doing for 
many years, I also love to embroider, read books and choose different styles of 
clothing.  I am fond of vintage things, especially clothes.  I really love to sew and I have a 
lot of things from my wardrobe at home that I sewed myself, especially a lot of vintage 
ones.  I love to cook, especially desserts, I constantly cook for family and friends.  

 

Hello, i am a person who loves swimming and better if with friends. I like to listening to pop 

music. 

I love all the animals and i prefer them free. I would like to be an actress in Hollywood. I 

prefer seaside as i feel relaxed and calm. My favorite subject at school is Ancient Greek and 

i would also like to learn Spanish and Italian....maybe some day 

Nice to meet you. 

 

hI! I Panagiota from Greece. I am a person that loves dancing and reading books. I really love 

watching movies especially thriller movies. I enjoy listening to music and spending time 

with my friends. I love animals and I have a rabbit. My favourita subject at school is Maths. I 

like going to cinema. I want to travel around the world.  

  



 

I love snow.     

I like listening to music.        

I like dancing.       

I love watermelon.       

I love smart people.        

I adore apples.       

I love watching movies . p; 

 


